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CHAPTER 8 
 
 

CONCLUSIONS 
 
 
In this final chapter, I will first briefly summarize the key empirical and theoretical 
conclusions arrived at in chapters 2 to 7. I will subsequently discuss the more gen-
eral, overall picture drawn by the previous chapters, and some of the limitations of 
this dissertation in relation to persisting reflection and knowledge gaps in the state-
of-the-art literature in general. 
 
Summary of conclusions 
 
Chapter 2: The internet’s civic potential 
Chapter 2 reviewed five books about the internet’s civic potential. The goal of this 
essay was to evaluate the further research questions that the books call attention to. 
Aside from numerous specific descriptions of the reviewed books, this essay con-
cluded that, in order to further extant research, more studies ought to ask: 
- how websites generally address civic activities and issues, which production 

processes influence how websites address civic activities and issues, and 
what the implications for the web’s civic potential are of how production 
processes influence content online;  

 [these issues were taken up in chapters 3 and 4] 
-  whether and why online civic participation and offline civic participation 

should not be distinguished as two forms of civic participation, and what the 
theoretical and analytical consequences are of syntheses of online and offline 
civic activities;  

 [this was analyzed in chapter 5] 
- how it is ontologically, epistemologically, methodologically, theoretically and 

empirically possible that the literature about the internet’s civic potential is 
strongly divided between cyber-optimists and -pessimists;  

 [further discussed in chapter 6] 
- how citizens conceptualize their attitudes towards and goals in activities 

called ‘civic’ or ‘political’ by academics or politicians, and what the theoreti-
cal and analytical implications are of variations in how citizens conceptualize 
these issues;  
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 [investigated in chapter 7] 
- how the use of the internet may and may not challenge and contest formal 

political power relations, and what the practical and theoretical consequences 
are of what internet use might not effectuate in regard to formal political 
power relations. 

 
Chapter 3: When ideals meet practices 
Chapter 3 aimed to develop an empirical understanding of specific and divergent 
ways in which Dutch websites target civic issues and activities at young people. A 
first study of the characteristics of 50 websites and a second study of in-depth in-
terviews with the producers of 15 websites yielded the following conclusions 
about how producers’ perspectives and working routines may and may not trans-
late into content online with an apparent civic potential: 
- Institutional circumstances may limit producers’ influence on their website. 

These limitations are bound to complicate any relationship between how 
producers conceptualize young people and their goals on the one hand, and 
the characteristics of their website on the other. 

- Producers’ goals concerning the tone (‘positive’) and form (‘digestible’) of 
their website might translate into minimal texts online about issue impor-
tance, and websites that exhibit low potentials to engage young people with 
issues that are not already meaningful to them. 

- The same goals might translate into minimal information about the goals and 
importance of activities, which might be problematic for young people who 
have no experience with conducting the advertized activities or are not famil-
iar with the topics that activities concern. 

- That issues and activities were hardly explained might be more deeply 
rooted in how producers conceptualized their target group (as actually active 
and engaged, or willing to be so). 

- Limited institutional resources and beliefs that young people prefer to partic-
ipate in elaborate online activities on ‘specialized’ websites might explain 
why elaborate online activities were only enabled on websites that were spe-
cifically designed for that purpose.  

 
Chapter 4: Affective political marketing online 
Chapter 4 demonstrated how appeals engendering anxiety and enthusiasm were 
constructed on the Dutch youth websites of Greenpeace and WWF. The following 
main conclusions were achieved: 
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- Anxiety appeals alluded to empathy with animals and people’s self-interest. 
- Enthusiasm appeals alluded to animals’ coolness or cuddliness, the enter-

tainment of environmentalism, and awe-inspiring capacities of animals. 
- Appeals to emotionality can constitute a salient trait of online attempts to en-

gage young people with civic issues, and this saliency poses a host of new 
questions for research aimed at understanding websites’ textual features, 
usage, and production more comprehensively in regard to young people’s 
civic engagement and participation. 

 
Chapter 5: Beyond the online/offline divide 
Chapter 5 investigated whether and how offline and online civic activities con-
verge in four participation modes: Politics, Activism, Consumption and Sharing. 
The following main conclusion were achieved: 
- Online and offline activities were combined in the Politics, Activism and 

Sharing modes, and these modes correlated significantly with each other.  
- The Consumption mode could only be validated as a separate offline partici-

pation mode, and this mode did not correlate significantly with the other 
three modes. 

- That young people’s offline and online activities correlate in Politics, Activism 
and Sharing suggests that online participation, as a theoretical construct, can 
be too ‘narrow’ when considered as an action repertoire isolated from offline 
activities (the same goes, mutatis mutandis, for offline participation). 

- How young people’s offline and online activities correlate suggests that on-
line participation is a too ‘broad’ construct when it lumps together online ac-
tivities that have different functions and forms (the same goes, mutatis mutan-
dis, for offline participation). 

 
Chapter 6: Reflections on the mobilization/normalization controversy 
Chapter 6 aimed to reflect on the discrepancies between conclusions that internet 
use can mobilize political participation (the mobilization thesis), and conclusions 
that political internet use normalizes political participation (the normalization the-
sis). It did so based on a study of age differences in VAA use in relation to differ-
ences in political interest and knowledge. This study yielded the following main 
conclusions: 
- The use of VAAs fitted the mobilization thesis among young people, and the 

normalization thesis among older people. VAAs seemed to mobilize young 
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women in particular, because young women used VAAs significantly more 
than young men, although the former had significantly less political interest. 

- While political internet use in general seems to be determined by people’s 
material, social and political resourcefulness, specific forms of political inter-
net use might also be influenced by the moments and peculiarities of specific 
applications.  

- The moment of internet usage is specifically relevant when politics is consid-
ered as something heterogeneous. People might distinguish between ‘politics 
as usual’ and ‘special politics’, the latter being salient, important or shocking 
events that might spark political internet use in unexpected parts of society. 

- The peculiarities of web applications might be specifically relevant when tak-
ing into account that simpler applications might be deemed more effective 
and efficient than energy- and time-consuming applications by resource-poor 
internet users. 

 
Chapter 7: Views from outside the democratic box 
Chapter 7 aimed to qualitatively investigate young people’s feelings of internal 
and external efficacy in regard to the four participation modes discussed in chapter 
5: Politics, Activism, Consumption, and Sharing. Based on 10 focus group sessions, 
this investigation yielded the following main conclusions: 
- The experiences and goals of interviewees functioned quite uniformly in re-

gard to efficacy’s presence and significance: interviewees often expressed 
their feelings of empowerment in relation to their experiences, and they arti-
culated the significance of efficacy in the context of their goals.  

- Interviewees discussed what they could achieve with activities in reference to 
personal experiences with successful and disappointing activities. Efficacy, 
therefore, appeared to function as a relatively pliable ‘state’ of mind that de-
pends at least partly on a variety of firsthand experiences. 

- Interviewees did not always articulate desires to achieve political goals; 
therefore, a political kind of efficacy, one that assists in the achievement of 
political goals, seemed rather irrelevant to some of the interviewees. 

- That interviewees did not always articulate desires to achieve political goals 
suggests caution when considering external political efficacy as an explana-
tion for youth’s interest in activities outside the realm of formal politics. 
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Discussion of conclusions  
 
Potentials 
While the attention of new media researchers is fixed on the internet’s civic poten-
tial, that of policy makers and NGOs might not. Websites can form a relatively mi-
nor element in organizations of various kinds. Although it seems to be in vogue to 
have ‘a’ website, leading figures of organizations do not necessarily regard the web 
as an effective tool to mobilize young people. Neither are they necessarily willing 
or capable to invest large amounts of resources in the development and mainten-
ance of their website. Even if webmasters have strong strategic ideals in regard to 
promoting the civic engagement and/or participation of young people, they may 
lack the tools to achieve such goals; and to the extent that they are capable of run-
ning a website with continuity and certainty, then their beliefs about ‘what works’ 
for young people do not necessarily translate into content online that may help, fa-
cilitate or influence young people who are not already active or engaged.  

However, although these trends dominated in the results of the two studies 
combined in chapter 3, these studies were not designed to yield conclusions that 
are ‘representative’ for the Dutch webscape or the internet more generally. In fact, 
chapter 3 demonstrated some significant variations in how websites are produced 
and how they target civic issues and actions at young people. Chapter 4 indicated 
that the Dutch youth websites of Greenpeace and WWF were developed to such an 
extent that it is hardly conceivable that they were not run on the basis of a certain 
policy and an ‘affective political marketing’ strategy. The Dutch VAAs, which were 
studied in chapter 6, are websites that are managed on the basis of relatively large 
budgets. 

Chapter 1 also illustrated how some policy makers can have a seemingly 
strong interest in young people’s use of the internet and other media. Note that 
this very dissertation is partly based on data that was acquired for the EU-funded 
international research project CivicWeb (2006-2009; http://www.civicweb.eu; see 
chapter 1). Although instigated by academics, the EU has subsidized this project as 
well as various other international projects that have addressed similar research 
questions about the internet’s role in young people’s civic life, such as EUYOU-
PART (2003-2005; http://www.sora.at) and EUKidsOnline (2006-2009, 2009-2011; 
http://www.lse.ac.uk). 

What is the potential of the many online initiatives launched by political and 
public organizations? Only from a technologically deterministic perspective one 
might expect that the mere existence of civic web applications can influence young 
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people’s civic life in a ‘democratically desirable’ direction (whatever direction that 
may be). How many forum websites did policy makers introduce to ‘re-engage’ 
young people? Nobody knows precisely, but probably just a little bit less than 
there are unused, ‘dead’ forum websites introduced by policy makers (cf. Chad-
wick, 2006). 

Nonetheless, web applications can have the potential to convey certain in-
formation or facilitate activities in ways that are useful to people. Chapter 3 of this 
dissertation and many other studies have indicated that such web applications are 
present in different forms, varying from ‘social media’ and forum websites to file 
sharing platforms and more ‘1.0-ish’ informational initiatives (e.g., Montgomery, 
Gottlieb-Robles & Larson, 2004; Wright & Street, 2007).  

Scholars will undoubtedly continue to investigate how colorful the civic na-
ture and potentials are of content online, and which communicative challenges are 
related to the realization of such potentials. In regard to the realization of the inter-
net’s civic potential, other relevant (and perhaps more critical) questions are about 
who among young people more specifically actually use the internet in civic ways, 
which will be discussed next. 
 
Exploitation 
The findings of this dissertation and those of some previous studies give rise to the 
suggestion that the web has neither provoked radical change nor led to strict con-
tinuation (‘normalization’) of offline civic participation patterns. Civic usage of the 
internet seems to be very dispersed, diffused and hard to describe through deter-
ministic conclusions about who is doing what; most young people seem to use the 
internet in different civic ways, and – depending on their preferences, circums-
tances and experiences – some young people do that much more than others. Some 
of the general tendencies in the ways in which the web’s civic potential is exploited 
by young people were discussed in chapters 5 and 6 in particular. 

Chapter 5 suggested that young people structurally (or, continuously) exploit 
some of the civic potentials of the internet in conjunction with different forms of of-
fline civic participation (except political consumerism). That is, especially young 
people who often participate in civic activities offline might find the internet, either 
as a platform for opinion exchange or as an information hub, a useful extension of 
their action repertoire. Although this chapter did not investigate attitudinal indica-
tors of civic internet use, some previous studies have suggested that the internet’s 
civic potential on a structural level is most exploited by relatively resource-rich 
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people (e.g., those with high education or high political interest; Gibson, Lusoli & 
Ward, 2005; Banaji, Buckingham, Van Zoonen & Hirzalla, 2009).  

Chapter 6 added that the internet’s civic (more specifically: political) potential 
on the user side might be particularly (not solely) realized incidentally among rela-
tively resource-poor groups as well. It was argued that such incidents come about 
at specific moments and in specific cases of internet use. In the case of VAAs, it 
seemed that the context (elections) and the websites’ peculiarities (experimental, 
easy to use) effectuated forms of political internet use among resource-poor young 
people. However, whether this is the case in many other instances as well remains, 
as discussed in chapter 6, an open question; case- and moment-specific studies 
about who generally participates in civic or political activities online are rather 
scarce. 
 Underspecified measurements of behaviors and attitudes appear to be an 
epistemological or theoretical disposition of survey-based studies more generally. 
Respondents are generally not asked, as discussed in chapter 6, how often they 
participate in online activity X or Y at a specific moment, but how often they partic-
ipate in general. Although such inquiries might feed theories about what people 
generally do, can and want, they inform much less about more contextually specif-
ic issues.  
 This limitation seems to be incrementally acknowledged, as some scholars 
have begun using more specified measures of online participation (see chapter 6) 
as well as attitudinal factors. Social trust, for instance, has been traditionally ana-
lyzed as one’s views on how much people can be generally trusted. This ‘genera-
lized trust’ was later diversified in forms of ‘particularized trust’ (Nannestad, 
2008). Similarly, in a study about ‘technology acceptance’, McFarland and Hamil-
ton (2006, p. 431) advocate ‘adding contextual specificity’ to measures of efficacy 
on the basis of the following analogy: ‘Consider a general efficacy measure for 
sports. If one considers him- or herself to be a talented golfer and a terrible kick-
boxer, it is problematic to define a single measure of “sports efficacy” or to assume 
that in playing one sport well, an individual possesses the propensity to play all 
sports well.’  
 
Meanings 
Such contextual specificity was further scrutinized in chapter 7, which investigated 
how efficacy functions in youth’s participation online and offline. Based on focus 
group interviews, this chapter suggested that political efficacy is not always rele-
vant for participation: not all people participate to accomplish social or political 
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change; neither do people necessarily deem feelings of internal inefficacy a decisive 
problem for their participation. Variations in how efficacy functions in young 
people’s participation are, however, hardly discussed in the literature.  
 The underlying, more general issue discussed in chapter 7 is that research 
about young people’s civic participation has been conducted within a ‘democratic’ 
paradigm (see also chapter 1), focused on ‘solving democratic problems’ by asking 
which ingredients (actions, attitudes, circumstances) make people be ‘good’ citi-
zens, or in which ways people are ‘good’ or ‘bad’ citizens. The potential conse-
quence addressed in chapter 7 is a narrowing-down of scholars’ attention: especial-
ly survey-based studies have been so preoccupied with relating attitudes and goals 
they call ‘civic’ to activities they call ‘civic’, that the potential role of alternative 
(‘un-civic’) attitudes and goals has remained relatively neglected.  
 Yet such ‘un-civic’ attitudes and goals might be important as well. For in-
stance, a blogger might blog to exercise or demonstrate writing skills (see chapter 
7); a ‘political consumer’ might consume an ‘ethical product’ to make a fashion 
statement or to get a good feeling (see chapter 7); and doing a VAA test might 
mean more ‘fun’ than ‘politics’ to a user, and it might be largely unrelated to 
people’s actual voting behavior and attitudes (cf. Walgrave, Van Aelst & Nuyte-
mans, 2008a).  
 What is so ‘civic’ about the activities of such bloggers, consumers, and VAA 
users is a critical question that has been often circumvented in the literature in gen-
eral as well as in chapters 5 and 6 of this dissertation in particular. However, chap-
ter 5 of this dissertation was not aimed at advocating the civicness of particular ac-
tivities, but at asking how offline and online activities deemed civic in the literature 
are related to each other. Chapter 6 closed with the following critical remark: ‘The 
low costs of VAA use appeal to more normative questions about what VAA use 
fundamentally means for democracy and political participation, especially if 
cheapness of use is a necessary condition of VAAs’ popularity or political partici-
pation in general among the resource-poor. Is the use of VAAs just another ma-
nifestation of “thin citizenship”, or is it a substantial form of political participa-
tion?’ 
 Indeed, what the relatively low commitments of activities like VAA use and 
political consumerism implicate for the ‘thickness’ or ‘thinness’ of citizenship has 
been critically debated in the margins of current academic literature. Policy advis-
ing studies in particular have invented some flattering and comical oxymorons to 
maximize the sense of civicness of such activities, such as ‘low-threshold engage-
ment’ (‘laagdrempelige betrokkenheid’ in Dutch; cf. Wijnberg, 2007). Moreover, 
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youth’s relative lack of interest and participation in formal politics has been rather 
easily excused by researchers who uncritically celebrate youth’s relative civic inter-
ests and participation outside the formal political arena (cf. Buckingham, 2000a).  
 
Figure 8.1: Low-threshold engagement? 

 
Youngster is about to sign an online petition. Cartoon was drawn by Rashad el-Fallaha. 
 
What would young people themselves think of such trends? Based on chapter 7, it 
is possible to speculate that activities like blogging, VAA use and political consu-
merism do not predominantly have ‘civic’ meanings among and according to a 
minority or majority of young people who actually participate in such activities. 
Young people might have views on such activities that are much more critical, 
skeptical or modest than those expressed in academic studies.  
 Consider, for instance, what has become an accepted definition of political 
consumerism (quoted in chapter 5): the ‘consumer choice of producers and prod-
ucts based on a variety of ethical and political considerations; political consumers 
choose particular producers or products because they want to change objectionable 
institutional or market practices’ (Micheletti, Follesdal & Stolle, 2003, p. xiv). The 
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definition itself is quite clear, but raises some basic questions: according to whom is 
buying a fair trade product an attempt to ‘change objectionable institutional or 
market practices’?; according to Micheletti et al. (2003), or according to the young 
people I spoke in the focus group sessions of chapter 7?; who makes which ‘ethical 
and political considerations’ in regard to buying ‘political’ products?; if a ‘political’ 
product buying youngster does not make such considerations or aim to contest 
certain ‘institutional or market practices’, is s/he then still a ‘real’ political consum-
er? Relatively little effort has been invested to date in asking such critical questions 
and contemplating the implications of their answers in regard to political consu-
merism and other modern activities online and offline considered civic in much of 
current literature. 
 The point I want to make here is that, due to possible variations in how 
young people themselves conceptualize such activities (see chapter 7), acknowl-
edging ‘un-civic’ aspects of ‘civic’ participation is not ‘cynical’, as some might ar-
gue, but respectful of people’s perspectives and factually relevant in some or many 
instances. Such variations do not necessarily implicate that youth ‘are not seriously 
civic’ when they blog, use VAAs or consume a Fair Trade product, but that it is a 
real problem when these activities are too generalizing assumed to be predomi-
nantly conceptualized in civic terms among young people themselves. 
 Obviously, how young people conceptualize such activities is of utmost im-
portance. Analytically, it indicates which relevant aspects of an issue (behavior or 
attitude) ought be investigated to yield a full description or comprehensive expla-
nation of that issue (see chapter 7). Theoretically, it indicates how such full descrip-
tions and comprehensive explanations can translate into sensible conclusions and 
reasonable normative evaluations. All of this might be at stake if and when activities 
that are conceptualized in civic terms by scholars are not conceptualized in civic 
terms by young people.  
 
Power 
A related issue signaled in the review essay in chapter 2 (but not further studied in 
this dissertation) is that young people’s civic engagement and participation have 
been generally discussed and analyzed as if they were unconditional democratic vir-
tues. It might be considered as undramatic to argue that civic engagement and par-
ticipation are democratic virtues, but such an argument necessarily legitimizes po-
litical authority, some rightfully argue, when it functions as an unquestioned and 
uncomplicated axiom. ‘Too often’, Coleman (2007a, p. 21) argues, ‘“engagement” is 
discussed and promoted in an uncritically normative fashion, as if to engage is an 
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inherently good thing’; and participation equates ‘a grotesque orgy of repressed 
sado-masochistic urges’ (p. 23) in a society ruled by rulers similar to George Or-
well’s (1949) Big Brother. 
 Indeed, most studies about the web’s role in young people’s civic life are not 
preoccupied with the question as to whether – or, under which circumstances – 
young people should be civic. Instead, most studies assume, at least rhetorically, 
that they should be civic, and focus on related descriptive or explanatory ques-
tions: are young people civic?; in which ways are young people civic?; does the 
web help young people with being civic?; why are some young people civic, and 
others not? While such questions are certainly relevant, it is peculiar and disap-
pointing that few critical analyses have related young people´s civic uses of the 
web or offline forms of civic participation to power structures occupied by political 
authorities and commercial companies (cf. Banaji & Buckingham, 2009; Coleman, 
2007a).  
 The underlying problem here is that civic participation and engagement are 
often discursively constructed as goals in and of themselves: democracy ‘flourish-
es’ when youth (or others) are active and engaged, and it is in ‘crisis’ when they are 
not. The fundamental question is, however, whether civic engagement and partici-
pation are end goals or rather means to achieve socio-political end goals. 
 If civic engagement and participation are means, then what are the limita-
tions of the civic potential of the internet in regard to institutionalized power struc-
tures? How often has online participation – blogging, hacktivism, e-democracy, e-
petitioning, et cetera – by young people and others stopped governments from 
waging wars or oppressing people, or successfully urged national or local go-
vernmental authorities to adopt alternative socio-economic policies? How often 
has such online activism stopped commercial companies from polluting the envi-
ronment or exploiting natural and human resources, or made these companies 
adopt alternative employment terms?  
 Infrequently have studies asked such basic questions about what people 
might or do not achieve through civic internet use. Such questions have simply not 
formed an important part of the research agenda, although they seem relevant for 
a research field so dedicated to solving socio-political problems in the name of de-
mocracy. Conversely, some young people might have asked themselves critical 
questions like the ones posed above. Particularly when their answers are not posi-
tive, they might conceptualize their participation in activities like blogging as ‘un-
civic’ or ‘un-political’. This, on its turn, has potential consequences for the meaning 
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of citizenship via activities like blogging, and implications for how such activities 
can be effectively analyzed, as discussed above and in chapter 7. 
 
Policy 
The relative level of youth’s civic participation and engagement is generally eva-
luated in two ways: historically (compared to previous generations of youth) and 
inter-generationally (compared to present groups of adults). In regard to the 
second comparison, it seems to be true that, in some ways, adults are more active 
than young people, but it should be bourne in mind that they are only gradually so 
(examples in Dutch context shown in table 8.1 below).  
 
Table 8.1: Participation of Dutch citizens in 2006 (in percentages) 
 

  
 
 
 

Voting 

 
 

Active via 
political  

party 

Active in 
public 

event of  
govern-

ment 

Contacting 
politician 
or govern-
ment offi-

cial 

 
Participa-

tion in  
action 
group 

 
 

Active in 
demon-
stration 

All  80 4 10 10 3 7 
18-25  71 2 6 2 1 8 
25-35  68 2 7 7 2 9 
35-45  79 3 9 10 3 8 
45-55  87 8 14 16 5 10 
55-65  86 7 12 12 4 6 
65-75  90 4 11 8 4 4 

(Source: CBS, 2009) 
 
While people generally do become somewhat more active and engaged when they 
get older, most adults accomplish only partially what has been regarded as their 
duties or responsibilities in democratic theory. In fact, it seems that most adults 
participate in one activity only that is not even available to a significant segment of 
young people: voting (Quintelier, 2007). 
 Nonetheless, the public debate among policy makers and NGOs in the Neth-
erlands and other Western contexts has been partially focused on the civic life of 
young people specifically, as discussed in chapter 1 and elsewhere, and some of 
them have tried to use the internet to boost young people’s civic life. Chapters 3, 
however, suggested that policy makers and NGOs can lack the resources to devel-
op, maintain and promote a website. But even if they have full recourses available, 
who among youth will they be able to reach, help or influence?  
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 Chapter 5 (and previous studies) indicated that websites of policy makers 
and NGOs are most often used by the ‘usual suspects’: those young people who 
are already active offline. No matter how ‘flashy’, ‘2.0’ and ‘cool’, their website is 
less likely to be visited by ‘unusual suspects’. This is, however, only a relative prob-
lem; facilitating and communicating with active and engaged young people can be 
considered as a valuable civic potential of the internet. 
 However, on other places online, policy makers and NGOs might have more 
opportunities to connect with youth who are not already active and engaged. 
These alternative places are not necessarily aimed at promoting youth’s civic life, 
but can be accessed for social and entertaining activities as well. When young 
people visit such places, they might stumble over and pick up (read, watch, listen 
to, discuss, fill in, forward, download) civic elements present there within stories, 
discussions, movies, and other online applications. YouTube and Facebook are in-
ternationally familiar examples of places where such serendipitous civic uses of the 
web can take place. It ought be noted, however, that extant research on the use of 
such websites specifically has been mainly qualitative by nature (interview- or 
web-based; e.g., Bakardjieva, 2010; Van Zoonen et al., 2007; Van Zoonen, Hirzalla 
& Müller, 2009), and thus unable to yield conclusions about who generally uses 
such websites in civic ways (see chapter 6). 
 Nevertheless, the internet’s civic potential seems to be dispersed, and not 
specifically localized on websites of organizations with distinct civic goals. There-
fore, the realization of the internet’s civic potential on the user side does not have 
to be exclusively instrumental by nature; people – unusual suspects in particular – 
do not naturally or necessarily go to a website of a distinct civic organization to 
‘become civic’ or ‘do civic things’.  
 Based on a case study of VAAs, however, chapter 6 discussed that websites 
produced by organizations with distinct civic goals can be extremely popular 
among unusual suspects as well, specifically when such websites have contents 
that are highly usable and contextually broadly relevant. Web producers might 
have the resources to work on the first condition of usability, but – evidently – the 
second condition of contextual relevance is relatively uncontrollable; that is, it is 
not easy to ‘make’ an issue important to someone. What people find important is 
bound to depend for a significant part on complex and protracted socializing expe-
riences in formal education, up-bringing and other dimensions of everyday life.  
 Three general policy suggestions ensue from these considerations. First, on 
popular websites that are not specifically designed to promote young people’s civ-
ic life, policy makers and NGOs might have an opportunity to get in touch with 
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unusual suspects. Second, websites of policy makers and NGOs with distinct civic 
goals will be mostly used by usual suspects. Third, such websites of policy makers 
and NGOs can be used among a broader public if they address issues that are 
highly relevant to a broad public, and when they do so in ways that are usable for 
a broad public. 
 These suggestions are specifically relevant to sociopolitical contexts compa-
rable to the Netherlands, where almost all young people use the internet intensive-
ly, and where political leaders, policy makers and NGOs might have an interest in 
reviving and facilitating youth’s engagement and participation via both online and 
offline channels (see chapter 1). Further, more opportunities can be found when 
online and offline promotional strategies are combined. For instance, an organiza-
tion can cooperate with schools or universities to ‘push’ young people to their 
website through civic assignments. 
 The relevance of offline strategies becomes specifically apparent when realiz-
ing that ‘making’ un-civic youth civic is a dream that appears to infrequently come 
true online. While youth from all corners of society use the internet in civic ways, 
engaged and active young people seem to do so the most. Further, whether struc-
tural online civic participation might ‘cause’ offline civic participation is still an 
academically controversial question (see chapter 5). Nevertheless, as mentioned, 
being engaged and active is a relatively special condition, and trying to foster it on-
ly online is seemingly not the most effective strategy.  
 
More specific policy implications are beyond the scope and aim of this dissertation 
(for a more extensive discussion see: Banaji, Buckingham, Van Zoonen & Hirzalla, 
2009), but the suggestions discussed above might just as well provide some coun-
terweight to the usual hype surrounding ICTs. In regard to the academic goals of 
this dissertation, the findings about website production (chapter 3), content online 
(chapters 3 and 4), internet use (chapters 5 and 6), and civic attitudes (chapters 6 
and 7) must be followed-up with new research. Many specific suggestions for fol-
low-up studies were already discussed in chapters 2 to 7. More general and fun-
damentally critical questions, discussed further above, require particularly more 
reflection on how young people’s civic participation and engagement function in 
context, the meaning of these ‘democratic duties’, and how these duties relate to 
structures and holders of political or economic power. 
 
 




